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Abstract: Black-box model structures are dominated by large multivariate functions. Usually
a generic basis function expansion is used, e.g. a polynomial basis, and the parameters of the
function are tuned given the data. This is a pragmatic and often necessary step considering
the black-box nature of the problem. However, having identified a suitable function, there
is no need to stick to the original basis. So-called decoupling techniques aim at translating
multivariate functions into an alternative basis, thereby both reducing the number of parameters
and retrieving underlying structure. In this work a filtered canonical polyadic decomposition
(CPD) is introduced. It is a non-parametric method which is able to retrieve decoupled functions
even when facing non-unique decompositions. Tackling this obstacle paves the way for a large
number of modelling applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An essential observation on black-box model structures is
that they often consist of a large number of (nonlinear)
multivariate functions. The black-box nature of the prob-
lem dictates that the underlying complexity is unknown.
It is therefore a very pragmatic and useful idea to con-
struct a basis function expansion and tune the paramaters
accordingly. Notice that this is a general practice both
for static functions, e.g. multivariate polynomials, as well
as for dynamic models, e.g. a Nonlinear AutoRegressive
with eXogenous inputs (NARX) model where a nonlin-
ear multivariate function maps delayed input and output
samples onto the present output (Billings, 2013). It is in
both cases necessary to include ‘sufficient’ terms in order
to be able to count on the approximation properties of the
model structure. This may lead to an excessive number
of parameters. For purposes of analysis there is no need
to stick to the particular parametrisation. By changing
the model parametrisation, one may achieve decoupling
properties, simplify the parametrisation, and/or enable
further analysis.

These insights have led to the development of so-called
decoupling techniques. Given a generic multivariate non-
linear function

q = f(p) (1)
with q ∈ Rn and p ∈ Rm, the prime objective of a
decoupling technique is to introduce an appropriate linear
transformation of p, denoted V , such that the nonlinear
relationship may be described by univariate functions in
this alternative basis. The decoupled function is then of
the following form

f(p) = Wg(V Tp) (2)

� This work was supported by the Flemish fund for scientific research
FWO under license number G0068.18N.

where in the fully decoupled case, the ith function is
gi(zi) with zi = vT

i p, emphasising that all functions
are strictly univariate. The number of allowed univariate
functions, denoted r, is crucial since it will determine
whether the implied equivalence of (2) exists. A second
linear transformation W , maps the function back onto
the outputs. The linear transformations then have the
following dimensions: V ∈ Rm×r and W ∈ Rn×r.

It follows from (2) that the Jacobians of both sides of the
equation need to match. This was exploited by Dreesen
et al. (2015) when proposing a decoupling algorithm.
The idea relies on the tri-linear form which arises when
computing the Jacobian of the right hand side. Denoting
the left and right hand side Jacobian by J and J ′,
respectively, we have that

J ′ = W diag ([h1(z1) · · · hr(zr)])V
T (3)

in which case hi(zi) :=
dgi(zi)
dzi

represents the derivative of

the univariate function gi(zi) with respect to its argument.
Evaluating this Jacobian in N operating points, i.e. for
{p[1], · · · ,p[N ]}, and collecting the evaluations in a third
dimension, expands the data object into in a three-way
array J ′ ∈ Rn×m×N . The diagonal plane is denoted by
H ∈ RN×r. This is illustrated graphically in Fig. 1. Given
the diagonal form, the collection of Jacobians may be
written as a sum of r outer products (or rank-one tensors).
Elementwise we have that,

j′jk� =
r∑

i=1

wji vki h�i, (4)

is the (j, k, �)th entry of J ′. A sum of rank-one terms
defines a diagonal tensor decomposition (Kolda and Bader,
2009). The latter is illustrated on the right in Fig. 1. The
decomposed tensor may be written in shorthand notation
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1. INTRODUCTION

An essential observation on black-box model structures is
that they often consist of a large number of (nonlinear)
multivariate functions. The black-box nature of the prob-
lem dictates that the underlying complexity is unknown.
It is therefore a very pragmatic and useful idea to con-
struct a basis function expansion and tune the paramaters
accordingly. Notice that this is a general practice both
for static functions, e.g. multivariate polynomials, as well
as for dynamic models, e.g. a Nonlinear AutoRegressive
with eXogenous inputs (NARX) model where a nonlin-
ear multivariate function maps delayed input and output
samples onto the present output (Billings, 2013). It is in
both cases necessary to include ‘sufficient’ terms in order
to be able to count on the approximation properties of the
model structure. This may lead to an excessive number
of parameters. For purposes of analysis there is no need
to stick to the particular parametrisation. By changing
the model parametrisation, one may achieve decoupling
properties, simplify the parametrisation, and/or enable
further analysis.

These insights have led to the development of so-called
decoupling techniques. Given a generic multivariate non-
linear function

q = f(p) (1)
with q ∈ Rn and p ∈ Rm, the prime objective of a
decoupling technique is to introduce an appropriate linear
transformation of p, denoted V , such that the nonlinear
relationship may be described by univariate functions in
this alternative basis. The decoupled function is then of
the following form

f(p) = Wg(V Tp) (2)
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Fig. 1. Centre: a collection of evaluations of the Jacobian
of the decoupled function ((2)), stacked in the third
dimension. Left: the corresponding third order tensor,
Right: extracting the central diagonal plane reveals a
diagonal tensor decomposition.

J ′ = �W ,V ,H� (5)

Noticing that the right hand side of Fig. 1 corresponds to
a diagonal tensor decomposition, and recollecting that in
order for the equality of Eq (2) to hold, the Jacobians need
to match, forms the basis of the decoupling algorithm of
Dreesen et al. (2015). The method can be summarised in
three steps:

(1) Collect the Jacobian matrices of the known coupled
function, J , and stack them into a three-way array,
i.e. the Jacobian tensor J ∈ Rn×m×N .

(2) Compute a diagonal tensor decomposition of J , fac-
toring it into {W ,V ,H}. This leads to the approxi-
mation J ≈ J ′ and thus J ≈ �W ,V ,H�, where the
accuracy of the approximation relies on r. Often a
canonical polyadic decomposition or CPD is used. In
that case r is equal to the lowest number for which
the decomposition is exact (with respect to (7)).

According to (3), the columns of H store a collection of
evaluations of the functions hi(zi), i.e. the derivative of
gi(zi).

(3) A final step therefore parametrises the columns hi,
from which the parametric functions gi may be ob-
tained through integration.

The method of Dreesen et al. (2015) is compelling for
the reason that, irrespective of the nature of the coupled
function, or the size of the function in terms of m and n,
the procedure boils down to solving a third order tensor
decomposition. It is, however, also subtle since it relies on
two intrinsic assumptions:

(1) The equality in (2), which relies on the user-chosen
value r.

(2) The uniqueness of the tensor decomposition into its
factors, {W ,V ,H}, in order for the elements of hi

to truly correspond to evaluations of hi(zi).

It turns out that, untreated, both assumptions impose
strong limitations on the applicability of the method.
Fig. 2 illustrates a potential solution of H in the case
of a non-unique decomposition. The figure corresponds
to the toy problem of Section 4 in which a third order
polynomial expressed in the standard monomial basis is
decoupled into three univariate branches. Although an
exact solution exists, it is clear that the decomposition
does not convey information on the univariate functions.
In this work, a new method is presented, leveraging the
powerful idea of decomposing the Jacobian tensor while
tackling the challenges of approximate decoupling and
non-unique decompositions.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The objective is to have a procedure which returns W ,
V , and g, together forming a decoupled function, which
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Fig. 2. Factor H of a non-unique tensor decomposition.
The obtained solution does not correspond to the
functions hi(zi).

approximates a given arbitrary multivariate function f(p)
such that for N selected operating points

arg min
W ,V ,g

1

N

N∑
k=1

‖f(p[k])−Wg(V Tp[k])‖22, (6)

thereby loosening the equality of (2). In practice the search
space of g is limited to a family of functions, e.g. univariate
polynomials.

Similar to Dreesen et al. (2015) we will allow that the
nonlinear optimisation problem of (6) (at the function-
level), is replaced by a tri-linear 1 optimisation problem
(at the Jacobian level)

arg min
W ,V ,H

‖J − �W ,V ,H�‖2F , (7)

with the additional requirements that, both for

• non-exact decompositions, i.e. for values of r for
which ‖J − �W ,V ,H�‖2F �= 0,

• as well as for non-unique decompositions,

the elements stored in the columns of H should remain
sufficiently smooth to allow for an accurate parameteri-
sation, using an appropriate basis expansion. Promoting
smoothness will prevent that non-meaningful solutions,
similar to Fig. 2 are obtained. Smoothness is, however,
not an objective that is to be quantified in itself. The level
of required smoothness goes hand in hand with the choice
of basis expansion, e.g. the degree of the polynomial basis.
What will be quantified and monitored is the accuracy of
the function approximation, for which a metric is intro-
duced in (25), i.e. a normalised version of (6).

Alternative methods that aim at ensuring unique decom-
positions rely either on introducing information of the Hes-
sian, or on introducing explicit polynomial constraints on
the unknown hi (Karami et al., 2021; Dreesen et al., 2018).
In this work a first-order approach is applied, avoiding the
prohibitively expensive computation of the Hessian, while
resorting to non-parametric methods to ensure smooth-
ness, hence keeping the decomposition independent of any
choice of basis expansion.

3. NON-PARAMETRIC FILTERED-CPD

The idea revolves around introducing non-parametric fi-
nite difference filters into the decomposition routine of
the Jacobian tensor. A finite difference filter is an op-
eration which approximates the derivative operator. For

1 The tri-linearity may be observed from (4).
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Fig. 2. Factor H of a non-unique tensor decomposition.
The obtained solution does not correspond to the
functions hi(zi).

approximates a given arbitrary multivariate function f(p)
such that for N selected operating points

arg min
W ,V ,g

1

N

N∑
k=1

‖f(p[k])−Wg(V Tp[k])‖22, (6)

thereby loosening the equality of (2). In practice the search
space of g is limited to a family of functions, e.g. univariate
polynomials.

Similar to Dreesen et al. (2015) we will allow that the
nonlinear optimisation problem of (6) (at the function-
level), is replaced by a tri-linear 1 optimisation problem
(at the Jacobian level)

arg min
W ,V ,H

‖J − �W ,V ,H�‖2F , (7)

with the additional requirements that, both for

• non-exact decompositions, i.e. for values of r for
which ‖J − �W ,V ,H�‖2F �= 0,

• as well as for non-unique decompositions,

the elements stored in the columns of H should remain
sufficiently smooth to allow for an accurate parameteri-
sation, using an appropriate basis expansion. Promoting
smoothness will prevent that non-meaningful solutions,
similar to Fig. 2 are obtained. Smoothness is, however,
not an objective that is to be quantified in itself. The level
of required smoothness goes hand in hand with the choice
of basis expansion, e.g. the degree of the polynomial basis.
What will be quantified and monitored is the accuracy of
the function approximation, for which a metric is intro-
duced in (25), i.e. a normalised version of (6).

Alternative methods that aim at ensuring unique decom-
positions rely either on introducing information of the Hes-
sian, or on introducing explicit polynomial constraints on
the unknown hi (Karami et al., 2021; Dreesen et al., 2018).
In this work a first-order approach is applied, avoiding the
prohibitively expensive computation of the Hessian, while
resorting to non-parametric methods to ensure smooth-
ness, hence keeping the decomposition independent of any
choice of basis expansion.

3. NON-PARAMETRIC FILTERED-CPD

The idea revolves around introducing non-parametric fi-
nite difference filters into the decomposition routine of
the Jacobian tensor. A finite difference filter is an op-
eration which approximates the derivative operator. For

1 The tri-linearity may be observed from (4).

each i, consider N evaluation points and evaluations
{zi[k], gi[k]}Nk=1, such that gi := (gi[k] | k = 1, . . . , N), and

zi := (zi[k] | k = 1, . . . , N). Given that hi(zi) :=
dgi(zi)
dzi

, we

can compute a finite difference approximation, hi ∈ RN ,
by applying a finite difference filter to the vector of evalu-
ations gi,

hi = S−1
i DiSigi (8)

where Si is a sorting matrix, arranging the elements of
gi in ascending order of zi, and Di embodies the finite
difference operator. Should zi be equidistantly spaced,
with a spacing of δzi , Di could for instance be defined
by the Toeplitz matrix

Di =
1

δzi




1 −1 0 · · · 0

0 1 −1
. . .

...
...
. . .

. . .
. . . 0

0 . . . 0 1 −1
0 · · · 0 0 1




(9)

where this particular example is known as a 2-point for-
ward differencing scheme (or a right-derivative approxi-
mation). In this context, the term finite difference filter, is
used to refer to the sequence of operations

F := S−1DS (10)

In practice, the elements of zi, will not be equidistant.
A generalisation of D is provided in Appendix A. Intro-
ducing finite difference filters will prove beneficial in two
ways:

• It will allow a decomposition of J into {W ,V ,G},
where G stores evaluations of the functions gi, hence
removing the need for an integration step (Section
3.1).

• It will enable to include a smoothness objective in the
decomposition (Sections 3.2) (Decuyper et al., 2019).

3.1 A decomposition into W ,V , and G

Exploiting the relationship of (8) we may propose an
alternative factorisation of the Jacobian tensor where the
third factor contains G, i.e a matrix holding evaluations of
the (to be determined) univariate functions gi(zi) along its
columns. This is in contrast to the factor H which stores
derivative information. The sought after decomposition is
then of the form

J ≈ �W ,V ,F(V ) ◦G�, with (11)

H := F(V ) ◦G (12)
The operation ‘◦’ symbolises the columnwise filtering of
(8), i.e. computing the finite difference approximation of
each branch and storing the results in the columns of H.
For convenience, the finite difference filters, corresponding
to each column, are stored in a three-way array F ∈
RN×N×r such that

F[:,:,i](V ) := Fi = S−1
i DiSi (13)

Notice the explicit dependence on the factor V . The
factor V defines the axes on the basis of which the finite
difference is computed. Both the sorting matrix Si, and
the finite difference operator Di, therefore depend on V
(see Appendix A). (12) may alternatively be written in
vectorised form

vec (H) =




F1 0 . . . 0

0 F2
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . . 0

0 · · · 0 Fr


 vec (G) (14)

where the vec operator transforms a matrix into a vec-
tor by concatenating its columns. Given that the orig-
inal decomposition {W ,V ,H} has been translated to
{W ,V ,G}, also the smoothness requirement, which was
formulated in Section 2, is transferred onto G.

3.2 Adding a smoothness objective

Smoothness and finite differences are intimately linked,
e.g. abrupt local changes will be emphasised by a finite
difference filter. Appendix A illustrates that multiple finite
difference filters, which locally act on a different window
of points, may be constructed. Given that they all approx-
imate the first order derivative, differences amongst their
results convey information on the local smoothness of the
function.

Fig. 3a illustrates the operation of two distinct finite
difference filters on a set of non-equidistantly spaced
points. Both filters are created in accordance to Appendix
A. In blue, a 3-point left finite difference is used. The
result is indicated with a blue �. In red, a 3-point right
finite difference is used (red �). Both approximations yield
a different result. This is due to local non-smoothness.
Fig. 3b and 3c demonstrate this property in an intuitive
manner. Fig. 3b depicts a number of evaluations of the
smooth function g = z3. In Fig. 3c, these evaluations are
distorted by Gaussian noise with σ = 0.001 rms(g). In both
cases a 3-point left and a 3-point right finite difference is
computed. The results are respectively indicated by blue
and red markers. While for the smooth function hardly any
difference may be observed, a clear difference is present for
the distorted evaluations. This implies that the deviation
between left and right finite difference filters can be used to
measure local smoothness. This property will be translated
into a smoothness objective. The collection of 3-point left
finite difference filters will be denoted by FL, 3-point right
filters will be denoted by FR and 3-point central filters will
be denoted by FC .

We will introduce an alternating-least-squares (ALS) al-
gorithm in order to solve the decomposition

J ≈ �W ,V ,FC(V ) ◦G� (15)

The matricisations of the third order tensor along its
rows, columns and tubes will be denoted by J(1),J(2),J(3),
respectively, and ‘�’ will denote the Khatri-Rao product.
We may then write (Kolda and Bader, 2009)

J(1) ≈ W ((FC(V ) ◦G)� V )T

J(2) ≈ V ((FC(V ) ◦G)�W )T

J(3) ≈ (FC(V ) ◦G)(V �W )T

(16a)

(16b)

(16c)

In the first step of the procedure the factors {W ,V ,G}
are initialised with random numbers. Following the ALS
approach, each factor is then updated while treating both
others as constants. This leads to the following objective
functions and update formulas:

(1) Update W → W+

From Eq.(16a) we infer the following objective

arg min
W

‖J(1) −W ((FC(V ) ◦G)� V )T‖2F (17)

For convenience we will denote HC := FC(V ) ◦G.
Given that W appears linearly in the objective, an
analytical update formula is obtained,

W+ = J(1)

(
(HC � V )

T
)†

(18)

Using the property

(A�B)T(A�B) =
(
ATA

)
∗
(
BTB

)
(19)
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Fig. 3. (a) Black markers indicate a set of non-smooth evaluations g(z). The blue and red � respectively denote the
left and right 3-point finite difference, computed on the left and right window of points. (b) Black markers are
evaluations of the smooth function g = z3. Blue and red (almost on top of each other) are respectively the left
and right 3-point finite differences. (c) Distorting the evaluations with Gaussian noise (σ = 0.001 rms(g)) results
in clear differences amongst both finite difference approximations.

with ‘∗’ denoting the Hadamard product, leads to
the more efficient update formula, requiring only the
inversion of an r × r matrix

W+ = J(1) (HC � V )
((
HT

CHC

)
∗
(
V TV

))†
(20)

(2) Update V → V +

Apart from the tensor approximation objective,
which is implied by (16b), the update of V must also
take into account the smoothness of G. The smooth-
ness is indeed affected by V since V defines the z-
axis, z = V Tp (see Fig. 2). The smoothness objective
is therefore explicitly added using regularisation,

arg min
V

‖J(2) − V ((FC(V ) ◦G)�W )T‖2F
+ λ‖ (FL(V ) ◦G)− (FR(V ) ◦G) ‖2F

(21)

where λ is a hyperparameter which balances both
objectives. The additional term penalises divergent
results from a left and a right finite difference filter-
ing operation, ultimately steering the optimisation
towards smooth solutions 2 . Given that V appears
nonlinearly in (21), nonlinear optimisation is required
to obtain V +.

(3) Update G → G+

In analogy with (21), the update formula of G is
also found from a joint objective function.

arg min
G

‖J(3) − (FC(V ) ◦G)(V �W )T‖2F
+ λ‖ (FL(V ) ◦G)− (FR(V ) ◦G) ‖2F

(22)

It can be shown that G appears linearly in (22).
This allows for an analytical update formula (to be
consulted in Appendix B).

Steps (1) to (3) are iterated until convergence is reached or
a stopping criteria is met. In each step the updated factors
are passed on to the next. The appropriate value of λ is to
be determined from a line search. The univariate functions
gi(zi) are ultimately obtained from parameterising the
columns gi using a basis expansion which can be freely
chosen by the user.

4. TOY PROBLEM

In this section, the Filtered CPD method is demonstrated
on a toy problem. The example will be of the polynomial
2 In order to promote smoothness equally on all the columns
of G, a normalisation is required. Denoting HL := FL ◦G, and
HR := FR ◦G, all columns are normalised by their rms value, i.e.
hLi

/rms(hLi
), and hRi

/rms(hRi
).

class, although it should be stressed that this is not a
requirement.

Consider the decoupled polynomial function

f(p) =

W︷ ︸︸ ︷[
3 0.5 −1
1 2 3

]
g︷ ︸︸ ︷


z31 + 0.5z21
2z32 + z22
z33 + 3z23


, z =

V T︷ ︸︸ ︷[
1 2
3 1
0.5 3

]
p (23)

for which m = 2, n = 2 and r = 3. An equivalent
formulation 3 , expressed in the standard monomial basis
reads

f(p) =
[
5.25 0 −20.5 29.875 42.75 31.5 −2
20.75 41 85 109.375 120.75 88.5 93

]




p21
p1p2
p22
p31
p21p2
p1p

2
2

p32




(24)

One can think of (24) as a static multivariate polyno-
mial although it might as well be the polynomial which
describes a NARX model. In that case p1 and p2 would
represent (delayed) input or output samples and n would
be equal to 1. Furthermore, it could be the nonlinear
function which describes the state update in nonlinear
state-space models, in which case p1 and p2 would be either
state or input variables (Decuyper et al., 2021).

The objective is to retrieve the decoupled function (23)
starting from (24). The first step consists in evaluating
the Jacobian of (24), J , and stacking the matrices in
the third dimension. A number of N = 100 operating
points were randomly selected from U (−1.5, 1.5), leading
to J ∈ R2×2×100. In practice the operating points should
cover the domain of interest.

The next step involves decomposing the Jacobian tensor.
At this stage the number of univariate branches, allowed in
the decoupled function, must be determined. For the sake
of illustration r = 3 is selected, for we know that an exact
decoupled function of the form exists (23). In practice a
scan over r may be required.

CPD: First we examine the classical canonical polyadic
decomposition (CPD), which returns J ≈ �W ,V ,H�.
With a tensor approximation (7) close to machine pre-
cision, the decomposition was successful. Studying the

3 The equivalency is subject to rounding errors in the computation
of the coefficients.
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Fig. 3. (a) Black markers indicate a set of non-smooth evaluations g(z). The blue and red � respectively denote the
left and right 3-point finite difference, computed on the left and right window of points. (b) Black markers are
evaluations of the smooth function g = z3. Blue and red (almost on top of each other) are respectively the left
and right 3-point finite differences. (c) Distorting the evaluations with Gaussian noise (σ = 0.001 rms(g)) results
in clear differences amongst both finite difference approximations.

with ‘∗’ denoting the Hadamard product, leads to
the more efficient update formula, requiring only the
inversion of an r × r matrix

W+ = J(1) (HC � V )
((
HT

CHC

)
∗
(
V TV

))†
(20)

(2) Update V → V +

Apart from the tensor approximation objective,
which is implied by (16b), the update of V must also
take into account the smoothness of G. The smooth-
ness is indeed affected by V since V defines the z-
axis, z = V Tp (see Fig. 2). The smoothness objective
is therefore explicitly added using regularisation,

arg min
V

‖J(2) − V ((FC(V ) ◦G)�W )T‖2F
+ λ‖ (FL(V ) ◦G)− (FR(V ) ◦G) ‖2F

(21)

where λ is a hyperparameter which balances both
objectives. The additional term penalises divergent
results from a left and a right finite difference filter-
ing operation, ultimately steering the optimisation
towards smooth solutions 2 . Given that V appears
nonlinearly in (21), nonlinear optimisation is required
to obtain V +.

(3) Update G → G+

In analogy with (21), the update formula of G is
also found from a joint objective function.

arg min
G

‖J(3) − (FC(V ) ◦G)(V �W )T‖2F
+ λ‖ (FL(V ) ◦G)− (FR(V ) ◦G) ‖2F

(22)

It can be shown that G appears linearly in (22).
This allows for an analytical update formula (to be
consulted in Appendix B).

Steps (1) to (3) are iterated until convergence is reached or
a stopping criteria is met. In each step the updated factors
are passed on to the next. The appropriate value of λ is to
be determined from a line search. The univariate functions
gi(zi) are ultimately obtained from parameterising the
columns gi using a basis expansion which can be freely
chosen by the user.

4. TOY PROBLEM

In this section, the Filtered CPD method is demonstrated
on a toy problem. The example will be of the polynomial
2 In order to promote smoothness equally on all the columns
of G, a normalisation is required. Denoting HL := FL ◦G, and
HR := FR ◦G, all columns are normalised by their rms value, i.e.
hLi

/rms(hLi
), and hRi

/rms(hRi
).

class, although it should be stressed that this is not a
requirement.

Consider the decoupled polynomial function

f(p) =

W︷ ︸︸ ︷[
3 0.5 −1
1 2 3

]
g︷ ︸︸ ︷


z31 + 0.5z21
2z32 + z22
z33 + 3z23


, z =

V T︷ ︸︸ ︷[
1 2
3 1
0.5 3

]
p (23)

for which m = 2, n = 2 and r = 3. An equivalent
formulation 3 , expressed in the standard monomial basis
reads

f(p) =
[
5.25 0 −20.5 29.875 42.75 31.5 −2
20.75 41 85 109.375 120.75 88.5 93

]




p21
p1p2
p22
p31
p21p2
p1p

2
2

p32




(24)

One can think of (24) as a static multivariate polyno-
mial although it might as well be the polynomial which
describes a NARX model. In that case p1 and p2 would
represent (delayed) input or output samples and n would
be equal to 1. Furthermore, it could be the nonlinear
function which describes the state update in nonlinear
state-space models, in which case p1 and p2 would be either
state or input variables (Decuyper et al., 2021).

The objective is to retrieve the decoupled function (23)
starting from (24). The first step consists in evaluating
the Jacobian of (24), J , and stacking the matrices in
the third dimension. A number of N = 100 operating
points were randomly selected from U (−1.5, 1.5), leading
to J ∈ R2×2×100. In practice the operating points should
cover the domain of interest.

The next step involves decomposing the Jacobian tensor.
At this stage the number of univariate branches, allowed in
the decoupled function, must be determined. For the sake
of illustration r = 3 is selected, for we know that an exact
decoupled function of the form exists (23). In practice a
scan over r may be required.

CPD: First we examine the classical canonical polyadic
decomposition (CPD), which returns J ≈ �W ,V ,H�.
With a tensor approximation (7) close to machine pre-
cision, the decomposition was successful. Studying the

3 The equivalency is subject to rounding errors in the computation
of the coefficients.
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Fig. 4. Factor G obtained from a filtered CPD using an
explicit smoothness objective with λ = 102. Black
markers represent the elements of the columns of G,
red corresponds to a polynomial fit.

result, however, reveals an underlying problem (depicted
in Fig. 2). As may be observed, the decomposition did
not convey information on the univariate functions, which
make up (23). The decomposition only points to (23) in
case it is unique, which is not the case in this example for
r = 3.

F-CPD: Not all solutions of the decomposition prove
useful in our search for the decoupled function. We
can, however, steer the decomposition towards appropri-
ate solutions by promoting smoothness. The result of
explicitly adding a smoothness objective is depicted in
Fig. 4. It was selected from a coarse search over λ =
10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1, 10, 102, 103, eventually settling for λ =
102. The black markers clearly describe smooth functions.
Balancing both objectives results in a tensor approxima-
tion with a relative error of 0.7%.

To finalise the decoupling procedure, a parametric fit
is obtained from G. In Fig. 4 an accurate third order
polynomial is fitted (red lines). To assess the accuracy
of the decoupled function, a relative root-mean-squared
error value is computed. Denoting the decoupled function
fd(p) = Wg

(
V Tp

)
, we compute an error metric for every

entry of fd,

ei =

√
1
N

∑N
k=1 (fi(p[k]− fdi(p[k]))

2

√
1
N

∑N
k=1 fi(p[k])

2

× 100 (25)

The decoupled function is an accurate approximation of
(24), yielding relative errors e1 = 0.6% and e2 = 0.6%. The
exact decoupled function, (23) is, however, not retrieved
given that the ALS algorithms lead to local minima of the
objectives.

5. CONCLUSION

Decoupling multivariate functions is a useful model reduc-
tion technique. It reveals underlying structure while poten-
tially reducing the number of parameters. An established
procedure is to compute a collection of Jacobian matrices,
store them in a three-way array, and resort to a diagonal
tensor decomposition to retrieve the decoupled function.
In practice, however, the tensor decomposition tends to be
non-unique, preventing the retrieval of an appropriate so-
lution. In this work, non-parametric finite difference filters
are used to promote smooth solutions. Smoothness ensures
that the decomposition points to a decoupled function. A
toy problem illustrates that accurate decoupled forms can
be retrieved.
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Appendix A. NON-EQUIDISTANT FINITE
DIFFERENCES

A finite difference expression for non-equidistantly spaced
points can be obtained through Lagrange interpolation
(Singh and Bhadauri, 2009). Consider zw to be a window
of k neighbouring elements of z and let gw be the corre-
sponding window of function evaluations. The Lagrange
polynomial is the polynomial of lowest degree which in-
terpolates all k points within the window. It is a linear
combination of basis functions

L(z) :=

k∑
j=1

gw[j]lj(z) (A.1)

where lj are known as Lagrange basis polynomials

lj(z) :=
∏

1 ≤ i ≤ k
i �= j

z − zw[i]

zw[j]− zw[i]
(A.2)

At the grid points zw, the basis polynomials have the
following two properties:

(1) For all s �= j the product will be zero since the
numerator zw[s] − zw[i] attains zero at s = i. Hence
∀(s �= j) :

lj(zw[s]) =
∏

1 ≤ i ≤ k
i �= j

zw[s]− zw[i]

zw[j]− zw[i]
= 0 (A.3)

(2) On the other hand

lj(zw[j]) =
∏

1 ≤ i ≤ k
i �= j

zw[j]− zw[i]

zw[j]− zw[i]
= 1 (A.4)

Given that all basis polynomials are zero when s �= j, and
since they equal to one for s = j, it follows that L(zw[j]) =
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gw[j], meaning that L(z) passes exactly through all k
points in the window. Having found a function which
relates neighbouring points, also a derivative relationship
between neighbouring points (i.e. a finite difference) may
be obtained. A first order derivative expression is given by

L(1)(z) :=

k∑
j=1

gw[j]l
(1)
j (z) (A.5)

which is a weighted sum with the weights following from

l
(1)
j (z) :=

dlj(z)
dz

l
(1)
j (z) :=

∑k
s = 1
s �= j


 1

zw[j]−zw[s]

∏k
i = 1

i �= (s, j)

z−zw[i]
zw[j]−zw[i]


 (A.6)

Notice that the linear combination, expressed by (A.5),
corresponds to the operations encoded in the rows of the
matrixD (9). When computing a 3-points finite difference,

k = 3, the weights l
(1)
j (z) with j = 1, . . . , k form the

elements of D. Contrary to (9), all weights may differ
from one another since they are computed on the basis of
the non-equidistant spacing of the k points in zw. Going
from one row to the next may be seen as sliding the
window of the finite difference operator over the z-axis.
The positioning of the window allows switching between
forward, central, and backward differencing, additionally
also the length may be changed. This flexibility enables to
compute a number of alternative finite difference filters,
which are all approximations of the first order derivative,
e.g. a 3-points central finite difference filter. The ith
row of a 3-points (k = 3) central differencing filter of
size N , denoted DC , is based on the window zwi

=

[zs[i− 1] zs[i] zs[i+ 1]]
T
, with zs the sorted version of

z. The weights are accordingly found by evaluating the

basis functions l
(1)
j (z) in the central point of the window,

i.e. l
(1)
j (zwi [2]) with j = 1, . . . , k. The following filter is

obtained:

DC :=




l
(1)
1 (zw1

[1]) l
(1)
2 (zw1

[1]) l
(1)
3 (zw1

[1]) 0 . . . 0

l
(1)
1 (zw2

[2]) l
(1)
2 (zw2

[2]) l
(1)
3 (zw2

[2]) 0 . . . 0

0 l
(1)
1 (zw3

[2]) l
(1)
2 (zw3

[2]) l
(1)
3 (zw3

[2])
. . .

...

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . . 0

0 . . . 0 l
(1)
1 (zwN−1

[2]) l
(1)
2 (zwN−1

[2]) l
(1)
3 (zwN−1

[2])

0 . . . 0 l
(1)
1 (zwN

[3]) l
(1)
2 (zwN

[3]) l
(1)
3 (zwN

[3])




(A.7)

The first and the last row face a boundary and are treated
as 3-points right (backward) and 3-points left (forward)
filters, correspondingly. In an analogue way also a left and
a right derivative approximation may be constructed by
shifting the window left or right of the diagonal.

Appendix B. UPDATE FORMULA OF G

Lemma 1. Let (22) be the objective function from which
G is to be updated. The claim is thatG appears linearly in
this joint objective such that an analytical update formula
may be derived.

arg min
G

∥∥J(3) − (FC(V ) ◦G)(V �W )T
∥∥2
F

+ λ‖ (FL(V ) ◦G)− (FR(V ) ◦G) ‖2F
(22)

Proof: Consider the vectorised form of the objective
function. For clarity the dependence on V is dropped, i.e.
FC(V ) = FC .

arg min
G

∥∥∥vec(J(3))− vec
(
(FC ◦G) (V �W )

T
)∥∥∥

2

F

+ λ‖vec (FL ◦G)− vec (FR ◦G) ‖2F
(B.1)

Denoting the Knonecker product by ‘⊗’ we may use the
property, vec (AXB) = (BT ⊗A)vec(X). With A = IN ,

B = (V �W )
T
and X = (FC ◦G) we have that

vec
(
(FC ◦G) (V �W )

T
)
=

((V �W )⊗ IN ) vec (FC ◦G)
(B.2)

Substituting (B.2) and applying the property of (14), the
objective is rewritten into

arg min
G

∥∥vec(J(3))

− ((V �W )⊗ IN ) blkdiag (FC) vec (G)‖2F
+ λ‖ (blkdiag (FL)− blkdiag (FR)) vec(G)‖2F

(B.3)

Reordering both terms leads to the expression

arg min
G

∥∥∥∥
[
vec(J(3))

0

]

−
[
((V �W )⊗ IN ) blkdiag (FC)
λ (blkdiag (FL)− blkdiag (FR))

]
vec(G)

∥∥∥∥
2

F

(B.4)

where 0 ∈ RrN is a vector of zeros and from which it is
clear that vec(G) enters linearly in the objective. �

An analytical update formula is then obtained by defining

K :=

[
((V �W )⊗ IN ) blkdiag (FC)
λ (blkdiag (FL)− blkdiag (FR))

]
, (B.5)

leading to the least-squares solution

vec(G+) = K†
[
vec(J(3))

0

]
(B.6)

To ensure that smoothness is promoted equally on all
columns of G, a normalisation is required (similar to the
update of V ). The block diagonal filters are therefore
scaled by the root-mean-squared value of their correspond-
ing columns.

blkdiag(FL) =




FL1

rms(hL1
)

0 . . . 0

0
FL2

rms(hL2
)

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . . 0

0 · · · 0
FLr

rms(hLr
)




(B.7)

In an analogue way blkdiag(FR) is normalised.


